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Abstract
Recent observations from Parker Solar Probe have revealed that the solar wind has a highly
variable structure. How this complex behaviour is formed in the solar corona is not yet
known, since it requires omnipresent fluctuations, which constantly emit material to feed
the wind. In this article we analyse 14 upflow regions in the solar corona to find potential
sources for plasma flow. The upflow regions are derived from spectroscopic data from the
EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS) on board Hinode determining their Doppler velocity and
defining regions which have blueshifts stronger than −6 km s−1. To identify the sources of
these blueshift data from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) and the Helioseismic
and Magnetic Imager (HMI), on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), and the X-
ray Telescope (XRT), on board Hinode, are used. The analysis reveals that only 5 out of 14
upflows are associated with frequent transients, like obvious jets or bright points. In contrast
to that, seven events are associated with small-scale features, which show a large variety
of dynamics. Some resemble small bright points, while others show an eruptive nature, all
of which are faint and only live for a few minutes; we cannot rule out that several of these
sources may be fainter and, hence, less obvious jets. Since the complex structure of the solar
wind is known, this suggests that new sources have to be considered or better methods used
to analyse the known sources. This work shows that small and frequent features, which were
previously neglected, can cause strong upflows in the solar corona. These results emphasise
the importance of the first observations from the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) on board
Solar Orbiter, which revealed complex small-scale coronal structures.
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1. Introduction

The solar corona is transient with a wide range of phenomena from small to large scales.
Key questions regarding the solar corona remain unanswered. These include how the corona
is heated and how the solar wind is formed. The solar wind is highly variable as can be seen
clearly with the new observations from the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) mission from a vantage
point of 35 solar radii during the first two perihelia, e.g. Bourouaine et al. (2020). There are
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many potential sources of the solar wind, and studies of frequent and small-scale phenomena
show promise for feeding energy into the corona and solar wind. The first commissioning
datasets from the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) on board Solar Orbiter indicate bright-
enings at the smallest scales so far seen in the corona from a vantage point of around 0.55 AU
(Berghmans et al., 2021). These brightenings were found to have a power-law distribution,
with the smallest brightenings seen to have 2 pixels (with an area of 0.08 Mm2).

Coronal holes are dark regions in the solar corona when viewed in X-rays. They are
associated with ‘open’ magnetic fields (for example, Fisk and Schwadron, 2001) that extend
far into the heliosphere. They are of importance due to the fact that the fast solar wind
originates from them. Coronal holes are also very dynamic with many phenomena being
observed in the coronal emission lines. Both in coronal holes and the quiet Sun, a wide
range of transient features exist, including plumes, jets, and bright points.

Coronal plumes are mostly seen in coronal holes. They are long and narrow, hazy struc-
tures, which extend into the heliosphere for several solar radii. They are best observed in
white light and extreme ultraviolet. In contrast to other coronal transients, plumes can have
relatively long lifetimes of up to a few days. Long-lived plumes are reported to disappear
and reappear at the same location over two weeks. However, plumes also show changes
within less than ten minutes. They are even connected to coronal jets and other transients,
but the details of this connection are not fully understood yet (Raouafi and Stenborg, 2014).

Solar coronal jets (for example, Raouafi et al., 2016) are frequent and diverse transients,
which might play a crucial role for the solar wind. Since their detection, they have been
observed on different size scales from large jets at the edges of active regions to small ones
seen in coronal holes. Their lifetime is usually 3 – 30 min (e.g. Nisticò et al., 2009; Kim
et al., 2007) with propagation speeds of 100 – 400 km s−1. Coronal jets are observed in a
large variety of morphologies. The most prominent types are standard jets and blowout jets
(Moore et al., 2010). Models for standard jets were first proposed by Shibata et al. (1992)
and are based on reconnection in magnetic loops. This leads to a jet along the new open
field line and a brightening at the base. The morphology of standard jets is usually very
plain with a narrow shape. In contrast to that, the initial loop structure of blowout jets shows
a strong interwinding. This leads to a cascade-like reconnection, which is the cause of a
delayed blowout. Both of those well-described jet types are characterised by reconnection,
which leads to a well visible beam-like structure. Later on, we refer to both types by “classic
jet” which is a feature that is easily recognisable as a coronal jet in Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA) or X-ray Telescope (XRT) images, on board the Solar Dynamics Obser-
vatory (SDO) or Hinode, respectively. Such a designation is necessary because, as we shall
see later, we find that some sources have some characteristics of jets but are much fainter
and harder to make out than jets hitherto discussed in most jet papers. We do not know
whether these features are actual jets and, therefore, do not want to use that term with them.
We use the term “classic jet” here because the term “standard jet” would be confused with
the standard/blowout-jet terminology introduced by Moore et al. (2010). A recent inter-
pretation of jets involves mini-filament eruptions (Sterling et al., 2015, 2016). Many coronal
bright points were observed to have mini-filament eruptions (Hong et al., 2014). Some mini-
filament eruptions then caused blow-out jets (Hong et al., 2011). Jets are observed in many
wavelengths. However, not all X-ray jets have a counterpart in EUV or vice versa (Raouafi
et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2010). A consensus for the driving mechanisms of jets has not yet
been reached. The two most discussed ideas are either based on flux emergence or flux can-
cellation from the photosphere (for example, Raouafi et al., 2016) beneath or on a local loss
of stability, which leads to magnetic reconnection (for example, Raouafi et al., 2016). Jets
appear in a large variety and some phenomena might be related to each other and other coro-
nal transients. Previous studies have made use of Hinode/EIS to investigate the properties of
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both classical jet types. Spectroscopic rasters allowed to measure line-of-sight velocities up
to 279 km s−1 (Madjarska, 2011) and revealed twisting motions within the jet (Young and
Muglach, 2014). The length of the jet reaches up to 87 Mm from the bright point (Young
and Muglach, 2014).

Coronal bright points are important and frequent features in the solar corona. They are
rooted in magnetic footpoints of opposite polarity and are visible as loops in EUV and X-
rays. They are smaller than active regions but show many similarities to their larger active
region counterparts. Their lifetimes are generally less than 20 h (Golub, Krieger, and Vaiana,
1975; Harvey et al., 1993; Alipour and Safari, 2015). Coronal bright points can be observed
in the quiet Sun, coronal holes, and next to active regions. During their lifetime they can
be the source of jets and filament eruptions, which possibly result from a restructuring and
cancellation of the associated magnetic structure (Hong et al., 2014).

All of the presented transients have a local influence on the solar corona by ejecting
plasma. The primary motivation for this article is to understand what the relevant sources
of upflowing plasma in the quiet Sun and coronal holes are and how they may contribute
to the solar wind. Jets have been observed many times and are a source of plasma upflow.
More recently, new features, called dark jets, were first detected in solar coronal holes in
a 44 h long study of the Hinode/Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS) rasters
(Young, 2015). The dark jets showed blueshifts in the line-of-sight velocity maps of the Fe
XII 192.12 Å emission line. However, there were no classic jets present in the correspond-
ing SDO/AIA 193 Å filter band. These dark jets were mostly present next to bright points
either in the coronal hole or at the coronal hole boundary. The blueshifted regions showed
a large variety of shapes from elongated to fan-like structures. Their lifetime could not be
determined precisely due to the raster time, but only narrowed down to the raster time of
62 min. None of the blueshifted regions reappeared in successive rasters. However, with 11
dark jets in the observation period of 44 h they appeared nearly as frequent as classic jets of
which 13 were observed.

The focus of this article is to probe upflowing plasma in coronal holes and the quiet
Sun in EUV spectroscopic data. Using the spectroscopic data as a starting point means
there is no requirement for a jet or an eruptive feature to be strong in intensity. This avoids
a bias towards classic jets and allows the exploration of all possible mechanisms for the
creation of upflowing plasma. To do this the line-of-sight Doppler velocities are derived
from Hinode/EIS rasters and regions of interest are defined above a certain Doppler velocity
level. By combining them with data from SDO/AIA and Hinode/XRT the origins of these
sources are derived. SDO/Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager (HMI) data have been used for
four events in more detail since most events are too close to the limb.

The next section describes the instrumentation and data analysis methods used, including
the alignment of different data sets (Hinode/EIS, SDO/AIA, and Hinode/XRT). Section 3
presents the results of the study with a general overview of all the events followed by ex-
amples of four of the most common causes and an analysis of the HMI events. The article
concludes with a summary and a discussion of the potential importance of these events for
the solar wind.

2. Data Analysis

The Hinode mission (Kosugi et al., 2007) was launched in September 2006 to a Sun-
synchronous orbit. There are three instruments on board: the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT)
(Tsuneta et al., 2008), the XRT (Golub et al., 2007), and the EIS (Culhane et al., 2007). The
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Table 1 Three different Hinode/EIS studies are used from February and March 2020. The duration time for
most rasters is 1 h and 10 min. In each study a number of blueshift events are found, which are assigned a
number to identify them.

Date Number of EIS rasters Raster time Event numbers

07 Mar. 2020 5 1 h 10 min 1 – 5

04 Feb. 2020 3 1 h 10 min 6 – 10

08 – 12 Feb. 2020 4 1 h 10 min – 3 h 10 min 11 – 14

locations of the blueshifted plasma are determined from the EIS data, while XRT is analysed
to determine whether there are associated X-ray jets. EIS is an EUV spectrometer that has
two wavelength bands 170 – 210 Å and 250 – 290 Å. Those emission lines cover tempera-
tures from 50 kK to 20 MK. The spatial resolution is about 2 arcsec over a maximum field
of view of 560 × 512 arcsec2.

The Hinode/EIS data for this work consists of 12 rasters taken from three different coro-
nal hole studies. Hinode/EIS studies for coronal holes are characterised by long exposure
times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Table 1 summarises the times and durations of the
rasters used in this article. The campaigns on 04 Feb. 2020 and 07 Mar. 2020 both used the
HOP81_new_study study with number 582. Each of their rasters has 81 pointings with a slit
of 2′′ and an exposure time of 50 000 ms. The scan has a stepsize of 4′′. The third campaign,
which took place from 08 Feb. 2020 to 12 Feb. 2020 used the GDZ_PLUME1_2_300_150
study with number 537. It is very similar to the first one and only differs in the number
of pointings, which are 75, and the exposure times, which are three times longer with
350 000 ms.

The Hinode/EIS rasters are processed with the SolarSoft calibration routine eis_prep.
The data are corrected for orbital variations using the eis_wave_corr routine. This analy-
sis focuses on the Fe XII emission line at 195.12 Å. The emission line is fitted by using
eis_auto_fit routine, using a single Gaussian fit to determine intensity and the Doppler shift
velocity. There is a self-blend in the Fe XII line with 195.18 Å for which we tested a double
Gaussian fit, but in these examples it makes no significant impact on the Doppler velocities
and the structures of the upflow features, so we use a single Gaussian fit. No significant
blue asymmetries were seen in the spectra. The correctness of the fits was checked by vi-
sual inspection for random samples from each raster, as well as checking the χ2 of the fit.
The fits are corrected for orbital variations with eis_update_fitdata, while the rest wave-
length is determined from the average centroid of the raster. The Doppler-shift maps are
then used to find the blueshifted features. The velocity maps are smoothed to allow for con-
tours that are not disrupted by a single bad pixel. The smoothing consists of two steps. In
the first step, regions in the Doppler maps which are weak in the corresponding intensity
(< 50 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1) in the spectral raster are smoothed with a Gaussian of stan-
dard deviation of 1 km s−1. In the second step, the whole Doppler velocity map is smoothed
with a Gaussian of standard deviation of 0.5 km s−1. Contours are then defined for regions
which have a blueshift stronger than −6 km s−1. This limit has been chosen by using dif-
ferent thresholds. A higher threshold results in the mergence of two separate events most
obviously seen in the jet events. On the other hand, a lower threshold does not highlight
small events and does split up events into separate contours. Increasing the threshold by
1 km s−1 roughly halves the number of events, while lowering it by 1 km s−1 doubles the
number of events. The smoothing process influences the number of events as well. It washes
out small events, which only cover single pixels. This degradation is accepted as a trade-off
for smoother and closed contours.
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To identify any dynamics occurring in the blueshifted regions selected, all SDO/AIA
(Pesnell, Thompson, and Chamberlin, 2011; Lemen et al., 2011) imaging data in the EUV
wavebands 94, 131, 171, 193, 211, 304 and 335 Å have been analysed. For each feature, an
event time is calculated from the central point of the blueshifted contour in the EIS raster.
The SDO/AIA data are then analysed for a duration of ±1 h around this event time. The
data are processed with the IDL function aia_prep and normalised for the exposure time.

To align the datasets from Hinode/EIS and SDO/AIA, a cross-correlation method is used.
To do this the EIS intensity maps in the Fe XII 195 Å emission line have been used with
the corresponding AIA 193 Å filter band images. First, an offset between the two datasets is
chosen by hand to determine the initial configuration for the correlation. Both the EIS and
AIA maps are then normalised and the spatial resolution of the AIA maps is reduced to that
of the Hinode/EIS rasters. The final step for the correlation is to subtract the mean from each
map. Then an offset for each data set can be determined. The resulting offset is applied to
Hinode/EIS maps to match the SDO/AIA coordinate system.

In the last step, data from two additional instruments, Hinode/XRT and SDO/HMI, are
also analysed to see whether the events have X-ray jets and if there are magnetic field
changes associated with the event. Five of the events are covered by Hinode/XRT with a
similar field of view as the Hinode/EIS data. Four other events are covered in XRT with
high cadence full-disc data, which does not allow a proper analysis due to the low spatial
resolution. Hence, those events are not further analysed using XRT. For SDO/HMI only four
examples are shown since most of the datasets are too close to the limb for reliable magnetic
field measurements.

3. Categorisation of Blueshifted Events

The Hinode/EIS contours lead to 14 blueshifted events that have been analysed further.
Three events are in coronal holes (CHs), five are at coronal hole boundaries, and six are
in the quiet Sun (QS). It is very difficult to determine whether individual upflows in the
QS or CH would reach PSP, therefore it is important to get a better understanding of the
physics driving each event. Most of the events are close to a pole. Those positions do not
say anything about the appearance of the events but are purely based on the selection of the
Hinode/EIS rasters. The events are displayed with their corresponding −6 km s−1 contours
in Figure 1. The exact locations and event times are given in Table 2 with the sizes of the
contours. The event sizes range from about 100 arcsec2 to 3000 arcsec2. The median value
is at 534 arcsec2, which is equal to about 386 Mm2.

3.1. Analysis of All Events

In this section, the dynamical behaviour and the surroundings of individual blueshifted
events are analysed. The neighbouring features of each event are inspected. This provides
an indication if there was, for example, a classic jet or a plume associated with the upflow.
Clearly associated events are located below, or in the immediate vicinity of the observed lo-
cation of the outflow and at the time of the EIS observation. It also allows an understanding
of whether the feature is in a coronal hole, at the coronal hole boundary or in the quiet Sun.
The AIA movies were made using a 12-second cadence, which revealed many small-scale
dynamics during most event times. The field-of-view (FOV) was chosen in a first step to be
200′′×200′′ to examine the broader surroundings. This FOV is referred to as the “vicinity”
of an event throughout the article. In a second step, a FOV slightly larger than the blueshift
contour was chosen to study the behaviour within the contour. To increase the visibility of
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Figure 1 The 14 events and their
−6 km s−1 blueshift contours are
given with their event number,
the date and time of the
Hinode/EIS raster in UT are
shown in the top label. Some
events have bad or no data for
certain slit positions. These bad
data become visible as vertical
lines of strong blue- or redshifts
and are ignored in the analysis.

the smallest and faintest features, 30-min running difference movies were used. In addition,
light curves of the average intensity within the event contours were calculated. In the last
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Table 2 The blueshifted events are listed in an ascending number. For each event the central location of the
blueshift contour in the EIS raster is given. The corresponding date and time in UT in the EIS raster of this
central position is used to define the event time.

Event number Centre in solar-x-y Time Size min, mean, max velocity

1 [−111 937] 07-03-2020 12:17:55 3244 arcsec2 [−56.6, −12.8, 12.0] km s−1

2 [−67 918] 07-03-2020 13:18:39 677 arcsec2 [−26.1, −9.7, 2.6] km s−1

3 [10 891] 07-03-2020 14:09:00 245 arcsec2 [−19.8, −10.5, −5.7] km s−1

4 [−78 758] 07-03-2020 14:28:34 721 arcsec2 [−18.2, −9.9, −4.9] km s−1

5 [−118 848] 07-03-2020 18:32:16 365 arcsec2 [−24.8, −12.6, −6.3] km s−1

6 [−170 935] 04-02-2020 13:55:37 699 arcsec2 [−22.1, −10.2, −3.3] km s−1

7 [−47 878] 04-02-2020 13:25:13 179 arcsec2 [−26.3, −10.8, 1.1] km s−1

8 [70 836] 04-02-2020 13:02:03 224 arcsec2 [−14.3, −9.8, −5.8] km s−1

9 [77 834] 04-02-2020 14:09:27 378 arcsec2 [−53.8, −15.2, −5.1] km s−1

10 [−88 879] 04-02-2020 14:30:13 464 arcsec2 [−11.2, −7.6, −5.5] km s−1

11 [−33 −238] 08-02-2020 12:27:20 108 arcsec2 [−11.9, −8.0, −5.8] km s−1

12 [−64 −138] 11-02-2020 12:50:35 113 arcsec2 [−16.5, −9.7, −5.7] km s−1

13 [−88 33] 11-02-2020 13:08:24 850 arcsec2 [−14.7, −8.3, −5.4] km s−1

14 [−58 97] 11-02-2020 12:48:12 539 arcsec2 [−13.4, −8.5, −4.3] km s−1

Table 3 The blueshifted events are categorised on whether their contours overlap at least partly with a bright
point (BP), whether there is a BP in the vicinity, whether there is dynamical behaviour in the contour for
SDO/AIA 193 Å, whether there is data available in XRT. It can be seen that, except for two events, all others
are either at least partly on a BP or have a BP in the vicinity. Furthermore, most events show dynamics in
the AIA data within the contour at the time of the event. This results in only two events which could not be
associated with a potential source at all.

Event Contour on BP BP in vicinity Dynamical behaviour XRT data Probable source

1 � � � � obvious jets

2 � × � � small-scale eruption

3 × � � � small-scale brightening

4 × � � � small-scale eruption

5 � � � � unclear

6 � � � × bright point with jet

7 × � × × small-scale brightening

8 × � � × small-scale eruption

9 × � � × small-scale eruption

10 × × � × small-scale brightenings

11 � × � × bright point

12 � × � × bright point

13 × � × × bright point

14 × × × × unclear

step, the location of the blueshifted sources was examined in Hinode/XRT data to look for
corresponding X-ray sources.

Out of the 14 blueshifted events in Table 3, only two could not be associated with a
potential source. For all other events, probable sources could be found. This includes two
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with jets, four with bright points, and seven with small structures, which are mostly faint
and short-lived. Jet events are blueshifted patches, where the AIA data shows at least one
classical jet. In contrast to that, small-scale eruptions are events for which the image data
shows a faint plasma flow, which is not a classical jet. They are sometimes seen with erupt-
ing mini-filament-like structures. Some do not show an outflow but just a faint brightening.
They are referred to as small-scale brightenings. Another group of events is associated with
bright points. They are seen on or next to restructuring bright points. A few events can-
not be associated with any potential source, which is why they are referred to as unclear
source events. However, those categories are not exclusive and some blueshift contours are
caused by a combination. In the following subsections, different events for each category
are presented in more detail. The events are chosen since they give a diverse overview of the
different features that were seen to cause blueshifted regions.

3.2. Jets

From the first 14 blueshifted events found, only two are associated with clear classic jets.
However, none of these events is a single classic jet, but they appear in a combination of jets
or with other features, or the jet is really weak in AIA intensity images. An example of a
blueshifted event likely due to a jet is event number 1, which is the largest event presented
in this article with a size of 3244 arcsec2. The contour is located directly underneath the
limb. The Hinode/EIS Doppler velocities in Figure 2 in the top-left plot show two elongated
structures with a north-south orientation. Besides those two prominent blueshifts, smaller
ones, and patches of weaker blueshifts lie in the eastern part of the contour. The correspond-
ing SDO/AIA image in the top-right shows bright regions around the contour and a jet at
the limb. To better visualise prominent features, a 30-minute difference image is shown in
the bottom-left. This helps to see whether bright points brighten or darken over time and to
highlight short-lived features. The jet within the contour region and further jets at the limb
then show a strong increase in intensity. The intensity curve of the points in the contour
region in SDO/AIA in the bottom-right has a clear intensity peak.

When viewing this event in SDO/AIA movies in different wavelengths, at least three
clear jets within the contour are visible. The first one is at [−125, 920] at 12:18 UT. The
second one is at [−85, 920] at 12:25 UT. The third one is at [−95, 950] at 12:40 UT. The
corresponding XRT data show two clear X-ray jets, which correspond to the ones seen in
AIA. Besides those three jets, multiple smaller brightenings can be observed. Since the
blueshift structure is not present in the prior and succeeding rasters, we consider it likely
that the two strong observed upflow features in Hinode/EIS are caused by those three jets,
while the other regions might correspond to smaller features. A clear association between
the upflows and the jets cannot be made due to the lower time and spatial resolution of
Hinode/EIS in comparison to SDO/AIA and Hinode/XRT.

3.3. Small-Scale Brightenings

Blueshifted event number 7 in Figure 3 is a small feature at [−50, 875], which leads to
a circular velocity contour. It is stronger in intensity than the vicinity, which shows only
weak upflows or redshifted regions. The corresponding AIA image in the top-right shows
that the feature is located at a coronal hole boundary where there is no prominent structure.
However, the difference image in the bottom-left shows a small brightening in the contour.
This coincides with the intensity curve of the pixels in the contour, which shows a clear
peak. This intensity peak is illustrated through the corresponding AIA movies. The movie
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Figure 2 Blueshift event 1 (top-left) is a jet example. It covers a large region close to the limb. It consists of
two parallel strong blueshifted patches. The corresponding AIA data (top-right) shows that it is located at a
coronal hole boundary and next to a strong bright point. A jet is present at [−130, 920]. The jet is even more
prominent in the difference image (bottom-left) as a brightening feature. The intensity curve of the contour
(bottom-right) shows an increase over time, which peaks at the event time. The start time and end time of the
blueshift contour is indicated by red lines.

shows a small feature that brightens within the blueshift contour. In the corresponding 193 Å
movie a potential jet spire is faintly seen but harder to distinguish from the diffuse coronal
haze. This event is not covered in XRT. Another example of a small-scale brightening is
event number 3, which is covered in XRT. The X-ray data in this case shows a bright point
which might be the source of a jet. However, a jet is also not clearly visible here. This can be
either due to strong coronal haze or a perpendicular view which is close to the line of sight.

3.4. Small-Scale Eruptions

A large number of blueshifted regions are related to small, faint, and short-lived upflows.
Those events are characterised by structures that are not clearly resolved in AIA. An example
event for this group is explained in more detail and displayed in Figure 4. Event 9 has an
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Figure 3 Event 7 is an example of a small-scale brightening and a rather small event. It covers only a few
strongly blueshifted pixels in Hinode/EIS data (top-left). The −6 km s−1 velocity contour consists of two
connected almost circular shapes. The corresponding AIA data (top-right) reveals that the event is located on
a coronal hole boundary. A small brightening within the contour is seen in the difference image (bottom-left).
The intensity curve (bottom-right) shows that a faint brightening takes place during the time the blueshifted
region has been rastered.

area of 378 arcsec2 and lasts for 7 min in the contour. The contour has an elongated shape,
which is similar to those seen for jets. The corresponding AIA movies and Figure 5 show
a small structure, which appears at around 13:55 UT and disappears at around 14:25 UT.
This covers the whole timeframe of the EIS contour. Only the analysis of the difference
movie reveals a small bright point which causes a weak intensity flow into the event region.
The corresponding light curves in EUV show peaks in the intensity, which are present in
131, 171, 193 Å and cover the same time period as the feature in the videos. In the 193 Å
wavelength band the enhancement is about 13% over about 30 minutes. This is an interesting
circumstance that even though the event is weak in intensity, it lasts for an extended time.

This event is not covered by XRT. Examples of small-scale eruptions, which are covered
in XRT, are event 2 and 4. Both events show a brightening in XRT, which could be a potential
jet base bright point. However, no clear spires can be seen but only weak upflows. Hence,
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Figure 4 A small scale brightening followed by an outflow can be seen for event 9 in SDO/AIA 193 Å. It is
present for about 30 min.
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Figure 5 The blueshifted event 9 is an example of small-scale eruptions. In the Doppler velocity map (top-
left) it shows an elongated and curved shape. It seems to continue outside of the −6 km s−1 contour. The
corresponding AIA 193 Å map shows some small bright structures directly in the contour and at its lower
right. Those features can be seen much better in the difference map (bottom-left). The intensity light curve
for SDO/AIA 193 Å (bottom-right) shows a clear peak at the time of the contour (red vertical lines). It lasts
for about 25 min and can be associated with the small bright points which appear, show some outflow, and
disappear in the corresponding movie.

those events cannot clearly be labelled as classic X-ray jets. Potentially, they are either very
faint jets or eruptions of different dynamics.

3.5. Bright Points

Many examples are connected to coronal bright points in some way. They are seen on top of
bright points or next to bright points. One example is shown in more detail in this section.
The presented event 12 in Figure 6 sits on the edge of a bright point, which is close to the
equator. With a size of 113 arcsec2, it is the second smallest upflow region. The underlying
BP is much larger and consists of arch-like structures. Furthermore, it shows long and narrow
extensions that reach into the contour. The horizontal extent of the contour in the EIS raster
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Figure 6 The −6 km s−1 bright point example event 12 has got a quasi-circular shape in the Doppler velocity
map (top-left). When plotted onto the corresponding SDO/AIA 193 Å image (top-right), it can be seen that
it partly overlaps with a bright point. The corresponding intensity light curve (bottom-left) for the SDO/AIA
193 Å data within the contour shows only small fluctuations during the exposure time of the contour (red
lines).

spans a time of 8.5 min. Neither the movie nor the difference movie show any obvious jet
or similar feature during this time. However, the bright point is dynamic and changes its
structure significantly. The corresponding light curves do not show intensity peaks around
the time of the blueshifted contour. There are structural changes in the bright point that are
seen clearly in the difference images.

3.6. Unclear Sources

In some of the events, the source remains unclear. Event 14 is an example of a no-source
event shown in Figure 7. The blueshift contour might be associated with a weak bright point
and shows a circular shape. Both the AIA movies and the corresponding difference movies
show only small activities before and after the event. However, no clear activity (e.g. an
obvious jet), which fits in time and location of the blueshift contour, is present. The light
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Figure 7 This example shows the blueshifted event 14 (top-left) with no clear source, which causes a circular
contour. As can be seen in SDO/AIA 193 Å (top-right) the event is located in the quiet Sun and without any
bright point close by. As can be seen in the difference image (bottom-left) the region neither brightens nor
darkens at the event time. Also, the corresponding intensity light curve of SDO/AIA 193 Å for this event does
not fluctuate strongly around the event time. Only after the event, an intensity increase can be observed.

curves in intensity do not fluctuate strongly over the whole period. An intensity increase
after the event is present. This seems to correspond to a change in the vicinity of the contour
and a general brightening of the region. The results do not allow to identify a clear source.

3.7. Analysis of the Photospheric Magnetic Field Behaviour Related to Four
Blueshifted Events

To get a better understanding of the driving mechanisms for the observed events SDO/HMI
data were analysed where possible. Due to the location on the disk, only the magnetic field
measurements of four events could be used as these were close to the equator. Those are
number 11, 12, 13 and 14 in Table 4.

The magnetic configuration of event 12 in Figure 8 shows two patches of opposite polar-
ity. The corresponding movies show that flux cancellation takes place, where the respective
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Table 4 Four blueshifted events
were observed in more detail
with HMI data. Three of those
events are associated with bright
points and one to no clear source.
The three events with bright
points all show flux cancellation,
while the fourth event does not
have any clear source in HMI.

Event Probable source HMI feature

11 bright point flux cancellation

12 bright point flux cancellation

13 bright point flux cancellation

14 unclear none

Figure 8 The HMI data of events 11, 12, and 13 show patches of opposite polarity close to the −6 km s−1

blueshift contour. Those fluxes cancel in the regions, which are highlighted by red circles. Event 14 in contrast
to that does not show any magnetic fluxes, which can be related to the coronal event.

regions are highlighted by a red circle. This slow magnetic restructuring of the bright point
and its interaction with the surroundings could induce upflows. The upflows are located at
only one end of the bright point, which also has weak structures extending into the quiet
Sun that increase in intensity. This idea is supported by the observation that flux cancella-
tion does occur at the base of jets (e.g. Hong et al., 2011; Young and Muglach, 2014). Thus
there is a possibility that in this case, the cancellations led to jet-like upflows. Events 11
and 13 which are also located on or next to a bright point, have fields of opposite polarity
in Figure 8 and flux cancellation in the corresponding HMI movies as well. This is, again,
similar to event 12. The other event is number 14 which shows no clear source in SDO/AIA
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data and also no significant magnetic flux changes in the vicinity of the coronal blueshifted
region. This indicates that the blueshifted feature we see in the corona is either caused by
photospheric changes below the resolution of HMI, or that it could be created higher in the
corona.

4. Conclusion

The aim of this article is to analyse regions with upflowing plasma in coronal holes and the
quiet Sun. Instead of analysing the upflow of features that are prominent in intensity, such
as easy-to-see jets in imaging data, the analysis started with the blueshifted plasma found
using Doppler velocities in spectroscopic data. This strategy revealed blueshifted events of
different sizes and velocities.

The causes for most events are diverse and mostly not related to common coronal tran-
sients such as jets. In contrast to known phenomena, many small events caused significant
blueshifts which were not reported before. Potentially, the small-scale features are represen-
tations of harder-to-discern weak EUV and/or X-ray jets, which are so faint that they are not
resolved properly and are blurred out by the background. All events vary in structure and
appearance, but they tend to be short-lived and weak in intensity. This might be the reason
why they have been missed or not commented on before.

Parker Solar Probe (PSP) has found the solar wind to be highly variable with numerous
transients (Bale et al., 2019). The source of these variations is not known. Here we have
examined the sources for 14 regions that show clear upflows in EIS Doppler data. Whether
the more general upflows observed by PSP are similar to the relatively large outflow events
we see here is a topic for future investigation.

The Extreme-Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) on board Solar Orbiter has revealed complex
coronal structures on extremely small size scales down to 400 km (Berghmans et al., 2021).
It is of interest to see whether those small-scale features might be scaled-down versions to
the BPs and possible faint jets that we find to be candidates for our 14 relatively large EIS-
outflow events in this study. Also, the Solar Orbiter Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager
(PHI) instrument could help to see whether there is magnetic activity on correspondingly
small scales, such as flux cancellations on a smaller scale than those that we have observed
in our on-disc events here. If so, then those EUI-observed small-scale features might lead to
scaled-down versions to the EIS upflows that we find in this article, and perhaps the com-
bined upflows on the various scales can account for a portion of the disturbances detected
by PSP.
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